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The course examines the relationship among events, ideas, and artifacts and the broad social, political, and economic context.

This class will focus on religion's overarching role in establishing prehistoric societies, how it's primary mechanisms of cultural memory diffusion differ from other forms (particularly technical/scientific forms), and finally, how secularization has helped reshape the contours of religion in the last few hundred years.

Green
Course Catalog Description for IDS 312:
“Applies integrative and interdisciplinary tools, methods, knowledge and skills to examine ideas, issues and institutions as they change over time.”
IDS 312: Supernatural as Natural - Religion in human evolution

Course catalog description
What is religion? Why is it such an important and universal feature of human culture? In this interdisciplinary class integrating insights from multiple fields, we will examine and evaluate the material culture of prehistoric religion, its interpretation, and current theories of religion and human origins. How has human evolution created the conditions for religious experience and forms of social organization? What role might religion have played in early Homo sapiens development? Class content should help us understand why religion seems to be tied to what is fundamental to our humanity, and gain a perspective for evaluating the ‘place’ of religion in modern human life.

Assignments
1. Students will write twelve 500-600 word reflection papers (about two pages) on the readings as a whole or any part thereof addressing the question ‘what does the content of this/these readings suggest about religion and its origin, development, or role in human history?’ Six of these must be turned in by Spring Break.
2. One 7-minute oral presentation on a cutting-edge study dealing with neuroscience/cognitive science and religion.
3. One 8-page book summary of one of the asterisked books listed in the syllabus.
4. A 12 to 15-page paper that will allow the student to investigate further any theme we have developed in the course, requiring outside research. Whatever theme is chosen, connect it to a narrative of religion’s origins and development in human/hominin prehistory. Conclude the paper by connecting your theme to the question, ‘what does it mean to have a human way of being-in-the-world?’

Grades
Relative worth of assignments:
Attendance/Reflection Papers/Discussion contribution – 70%
Book report - 10%
Final Paper – 20%

The final paper will be graded with reference to style (clarity, spelling, grammar, transitions, citations) – 1/3; structure (thesis statement, development, examples, conclusion) – 1/3; content (addresses question, intellectual competence and creativity, satisfies length) – 1/3.

Course Outline
Jan 14: Class expectations and syllabus

Unit 1 – Religion and the evidence of material culture
This unit will introduce the two themes that will be weaved together as we create an account of the development and presence of religion in human prehistory. The first theme is the record of
human/hominin material culture prior to written language, linked to the record of the spread of hominins/Homo Sapiens on the earth. The second theme is anthropological/sociological descriptions of early religion.

Jan 16: Prehistoric Cave Art: The Cave of Forgotten Dreams

Jan 21: Outline of an anthropological account of religion’s origins

Assignment:
Hayden – Ch. 2

Unit 2 – What is religion?
Here, anthropological accounts of religion will be drawn upon to get clearer on what is meant by the term. Functional and systems theoretical accounts of religion as the product of cultural evolution will be introduced.

Jan 23: Comparing Voodoo and Deadheads

Assignment:
Lowenthal – Voodoo
Sutton and Hartley on ‘Deadhead religion’

Jan 28: What is religion?

Assignment:
Rappaport - Ch.’s 1-2

Jan 30: What is religion?

Assignment:
Rappaport - Ch. 4; 8.6; 9.3; 10.2; 12intro; 13.8; pp. 429-431

Feb 4: Discussion – what is religion?

Unit 3 – Human Origins and Religion
This is where we will investigate archeological data about the origins and spread of Homo Sapiens in and out of Africa, and the evidence for homo cultural expression that is present in the archeological record from ~800k years ago to ~10k years ago.

Feb 6: Human origins – the genetic trail: The Journey of Man

Assignment:
d’Errico – Early evidence of San material culture
Rasmussen – Two dispersals

Feb 11: Human Origins

Assignment:
Unit 4 – The Shamanism connection

Here, the most important anthropological theory on the presence of religious expression in prehistoric cave art will be presented. Theories about how caves and cave art were utilized by early humans to promote and constrain ‘religious experience’ and keep a record of such experiences will be presented.

Feb 27: Solving the puzzle

Assignment:
Clottes & Lewis-Williams – *The Shamans of Prehistory*

Mar 4: Shamanism - Magical Death and the Yanomamo people

Assignment:
Hayden – Ch. 3

Unit 5 – Religious Experience

Anthropological and cognitive science approaches to religious experience will be investigated, along with psychological and therapeutic insights.

Mar 18: Religious experiences and their role

Assignment:
Van De Port – *Circling around the really real*
Mayer – *Extraordinary Knowing*

**Mar 20: Drugs/’Belief States’**

Assignment:
Nichols & Chemel – *The neuropharmacology of religious experience*
McClennon – *Shamanic healing*

Reflection topic: “These four readings reflect on the nature and importance of ‘religious experience’ for religion. How important is it for religion that religious experience in some way be real? What are some of the options for how religious experience could be considered ‘real’?”

**Unit 6 – How is language, reference, and depth tied to religion?**

This section will investigate the impact of human ‘brain-culture coevolution’ on the production of minds that are able to refer to non-present entities, speculate on non-physical causes, seek to explain experiences through theoretical entities, and develop a ‘social psychology’ relevant to religion.

**Mar 25: Symbolic reference and language**

Assignment:
Deacon – *Language*
Deacon – *The Symbolic Species*
Deacon and Cashman – *The role of symbolic capacity in the origins of religion*

**Mar 27: Brain and culture co-evolution**

Assignment:
Donald – *A Mind so Rare*

Reflection topic: "If religion has been strongly influenced by the 'mimetic' phase of human cognition, what would we expect it to look like and/or be about? If religion has been strongly influenced by the 'mythic' phase of human cognition, what would we expect it to look like and/or be about? If religion has been strongly influenced by the 'theoretic' phase of human cognition, what would we expect it to look like and/or be about? What do your answers suggest about the history of religion?"*

**Apr 1: Depth and value**

Assignment:
Turner – *Double-scope stories*
Brooks – *The deepest self*
* Becoming Human, Ch. 16

**Unit 7 – A natural history of ritual**

Behavioral ecology will be drawn upon to examine ritual in non-human species, and ritual’s origins and role in producing strongly constrained group emotional experiences and social organization in humans developed.
Apr 3: Ritual

Assignment:
Watanabe & Smuts – *Explaining religion without explaining it away*

Reflection topic: “What are the key concepts that characterize ritual greetings in savannah baboons? What is the significance of this practice? What might it suggest about the origins of religion?”

Apr 8: Ritual’s evolution

Winkelman & Baker – *The evolution of ritual behaviors*
McNeill, *Keeping Together in Time*
Wiltermuth & Heath – *Synchrony and cooperation*
Bachner-Melman et al. – *Gene polymorphisms are associated with creative dance*

Apr 10: Ritual’s fulfillment

Assignment:
Graham and Haidt – *Beyond beliefs*
DS Wilson – *Darwin’s Cathedral*

Reflection topic: “The 6 articles assigned this week are a gold-mine for thinking about the origins of religion. Construct a plausible history of how what we now call ‘religion’ emerged out of great ape ritual. What were the key turning points and additions? Did religion ‘take on a life of its own’? If so, in what way?”

Unit 9: Evolutionary psychology and religion

The growing field of the ‘evolutionary psychology of religion’ will be investigated for insights into the source of religion’s impact on human interaction.

Apr 15: Religion as a virus

Assignments:
Blackmore – *The Power of memes*
Dawkins – *Viruses of the mind*
Cullen – “Religion” from *Contagious Ideas*

Apr 17: The evolutionary psychology of religion

Assignment:
Dennett – *Breaking the Spell*

Reflection topic: “Give a brief summary of ‘sweet tooth,’ ‘symbiont,’ ‘money,’ ‘sexual selection,’ and ‘pearl’ theories of religion. Which seem(s) to be most important in Dennett’s account in the rest of the reading, and why? What ideas that we have covered this semester seem to be left out?”
Apr 22: Religion, the brain, and genetics

Assignment:
Class does research on the latest published articles concerning neuroscience and religion, genetics and religion; each student gives a 7 minute presentation on the article, summarizing its main points, noting how they quantified and defined ‘religion’, and suggesting where its importance might lay.

Apr 24: Religion, the brain, and genetics, con’t

Assignment:
Presentations continue

Unit 10: Conclusion
In this section, the teacher will present his own theory as to religions development and change over time, up to and including the present. Broad themes will be explored concerning how religion first emerged as an overarching organizer of human socio-cultural development, how different aspects of human cultural life became distinguished from each other and from religion over time, and how changes in some aspects of culture (political reorganization, the rise of science) impacted religion.

Apr 29: Religion’s bio-cultural co-evolution in prehistorical time

Assignment:
Look over syllabus carefully; trace the readings and topics of the course in your mind as a whole. Compare what you wrote the first day of class (which will be given back to you) to what you think now about what religion is. Write a one-two page reflection paper on where you think the most important moments were in developing your own thinking on the topic what does it mean to be human and/or what is religion. What readings, topics, or ideas seemed most important to you?

May 1: Religion’s cultural evolution in historical time

Assignment:
Look over syllabus carefully; trace the readings and topics of the course in your mind as a whole. Write a one-two page reflection paper on where you think the most important moments were in developing your own thinking on the topic what does it mean to be human and/or what is religion. What readings, topics, or ideas seemed most important to you?

[Book reports due]

Final paper due; A 12 to 15-page paper that will allow the student to investigate further any theme we have developed in the course, requiring outside research. Whatever theme is chosen, connect it to a narrative of religion’s origins and development in human/hominin prehistory. Conclude the paper by connecting your theme to the question, ‘what does it mean to have a human way of being-in-the-world?’
**Required texts**

All students must purchase the following books (see table of contents, next):


**Texts available through Blackboard/for book reports (*)**

Additional sources will be posted on Blackboard. They will be taken from the following books/articles:


In addition, we will be viewing the following movies, which will be available online or at Hayden library:
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